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Abstract: Multimedia technology is increasingly being used to create reliable and effective 
communication environments. However, the design of multimedia applications is currently driven 
more by intuition than by empirically or theoretically derived design guidelines. In a multimedia 
application, the software architecture is defined as a set of components manipulating various 
multimedia data types with specific constraints that we must take into consideration at the 
architectural design. For instance, the problem of heterogeneity related to the exchanged of 
multimedia data flows. In the absence of prescriptive architectural design principles, MMSA 
(Meta-model Multimedia Software Architecture) enables the description of software architectures 
expressing a multimedia software system as a collection of components which handle various types 
and formats of multimedia data, and interacts between them via adaptation connectors. This paper 
proposes a modeling of architectural elements such as: multimedia, application components, 
communication, etc. and an UML profile for verification and validation of MMSA architectures 
and detection of heterogeneities between components communicating with multimedia flows.   
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1. Introduction 
 
With recent progress in software and material technologies, the systems multimedia 
became increasingly sophisticated and complex. Today, the companies require 
multimedia applications that combine a variety of sources, such as audio, video, text and 
image, and of the multiparty interactive communications. The multimedia 
communication needs the services able to face heterogeneity on several levels: the 
context, the access devices, the communication network, the user, etc. It is necessary to 
integrate capacities to deal the heterogeneity problem, and to answer the changes of the 
context caused by the user, the application, the network or the access device. The future 
multimedia ubiquitous systems must have capacities of adaptation, and thus beings able 
to modify the system configuration and/or the multimedia contents any time. This 
requires taking into account the contents presentation and the components interaction of 
application in the early development phases of application. 

Among the software architecture for pervasive applications, there exist component-
based architectures that allow the reasoning about complex software systems at an 
abstract level, i.e. ignoring the details of design and of implantation. Architecture is an 
abstract and modular description of a system. At this level, the architecture is perceived 
as a collection of components (in the sense of software entities), a collection of 
connectors (to describe the interactions between components) and of configurations 
(assemblies components and connectors). The concerns functional and/or non-functional 
can concern the components assembled in architectures as well as the assemblies 
themselves. They cover the structural and the dynamic aspects of applications. The 
adaptation is one of the concerns that we consider non-functional and serves to ensure the 
interoperability of heterogeneous components. 

The software architectures are commonly categorized in: "Component-Based 
Software Architecture", described with ADL “Architecture Languages Description” 
(Clements et al, 2002) (Medvidovic et al, 2000) and “Object-Based Software 
Architecture" (Khammaci et al, 2005) described using UML (Unified Modeling 
Language) (Booch et al, 1998) (Jacobson, 1992) (OMG, 2001). 

After you define a meta-model MMSA in (Derdour et al, 2010) for multimedia 
applications, that offering an architectural description of components, and that is capable 
of detecting the heterogeneity (non-interoperability) between component of architecture 
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and propose adaptation connectors ensuring such interoperability. We need a language 
that allows a formal specification of architectural concepts and a tool for verification and 
validation of software architectures. 

Recently, UML has become a standard of specification, visualization, construction 
and documentation of the software systems. The concepts of UML in its version 2.0 
(OMG, 2004) are sufficiently generic to be used in the description of software 
architectures by providing a rich and a complete documentation and allowing the 
expression of a non-ambiguous semantics of their concepts. UML 2.0 offers means that 
are more explicit than version UML 1.4 to represent certain architectural concepts, such 
as, the components, the interfaces and the ports. Other architectural concepts such as the 
connectors of adaptation, the multimedia components, the interfaces of multimedia flows, 
etc. presented in MMSA cannot be directly expressed in UML 2.0. It is therefore 
necessary to define a profile, which is the subject of this paper. 

The objective of this UML profile is to provide a rich and complete documentation 
and to produce a non-ambiguous semantics of the multimedia concepts allowing 
developers to express the elements of MMSA (Derdour et al, 2010) taking into 
consideration the heterogeneity generated by manipulating of several media types (image, 
sound, video, text). We define here a set of stereotypes to describe a complete and formal 
specification of multimedia software architectures. 

This paper is organized as follows: we present some works related to this one in order 
to position our contribution compared to state of the art. Then we present the MMSA 
meta-model. We introduce thereafter the UML profile for MMSA with an illustrative 
example the application of rules and constraints proposed into profile. Finally, this article 
ends with a conclusion and prospects. 
 
2. Related works 
 
Modern applications which have software preponderance are more and more developed 
by ADL-based development processes (Avgeriou and Zdun, 2005). The ADLs allow 
analysis and verification of properties early in the development cycle that the future 
system will have to satisfy, in particular the homogeneity and compatibility properties of 
components manipulating various media. Indeed, the current applications (multimedia, 
embedded systems, communication systems, etc.) consider the media notion as an 
important characteristic of their behavior (Avizienis et al, 2004) (Balsamo et al, 2003). 
Most of existing ADLs such as SPT-UML (Graf and Ober, 2004), MARTE (OMG, 
2006), and AADL (SAE, 2008) do not take into account the adaptation and the properties 
related to multimedia flow during the software construction phase. Some of them, treat 
the heterogeneity problem by modification of the configuration parameters (addition, 
withdrawal or replacement of components) (Marcel et al, 2004) or by a meta-model 
which verifies the adequacy of service regarding its context and research of the 
adaptation strategy (Marcel et al 2007). In particular, their use does not allow the 
detection of the incompatibilities caused by the diversity of media during exchanged 
flows. 

The Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is an approach of software development that 
puts the model concept (rather than code) in the center of the development cycle. This 
approach is mainly based on UML and the initiative MDA (Model-Driven Architecture), 
led by the OMG (Object Management Group). The current of meta-modeling, very 
vigorous in the 1990, has also produced MOF standard (Meta-Object Facility) and 
mechanisms defining the specific languages of modeling for specialized fields (DSL). The 
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duality UML/Profile - DSL/MOF exists at the heart of the standard, since it was expressed 
by the OMG, in sometimes conflicting positions. 

Regarding the advantages and the disadvantages of each approach DSL/Profile, the 
sterile debates on the technical preferences between these approaches are secondary 
(Desferay, 2009). It remains a permanent ambiguity, on the definition of a DSL: the 
concept of DSL does not stop at Profile/Meta-model border, because these two techniques 
allow defining languages dedicated to certain fields. Considering that UML integrates in 
its definition the ability to be expanded to target a particular field, UML integrates the 
concept of DSL which is a necessity. We chose the UML Profile that allows us to profit 
from UML standard, in terms of learning model, exchange between different workshops, 
and an equipped support very responded. The profiles can be applied to existing models, 
and combined between them. Their limit is that it imposes that the new concepts 
introduced is a natural extension of the UML semantics. 

Many works have been realized on the projection of ADL concepts in UML. In 
(Midvidovic et al, 2002), Medvidovic propose two approaches to express the architectural 
elements with notations of UML 1.4 language. The first approach uses UML language 
“such as it is”, whereas the second proposes to use extensions such as the stereotypes, the 
marked values and the constraints in certain of architecture description languages, like C2, 
Wright and Rapide. In (OMG, 2007) (Belloir, 2008), OMG has presented tow UML 
profiles. The first one is an UML profile for Marte (OMG, 2007) intended to real-time and 
embedded systems. The second called SysML (Belloir, 2008), it is an UML 2.0 profile 
providing the elements of modeling systems that they lacked in UML.  In particular, their 
use does not allow the detection of the incompatibilities caused by the diversity of media 
during the exchange of flows. 

In (Garlan, 2000), the authors have selected UML 1.4 notations to represent 
architectural elements, holding in counts the advantage and limitations of each notation. 
They found that aspects of components-based software architecture are not easily 
representable in UML 1.4. This leads us to say that early versions of UML were not 
adequate to represent the architectural concepts such as components, connectors, 
configurations, interfaces (ports and roles) or the architectural styles. 

Therefore, UML 2.0 (OMG, 2004) proposed new architectural concepts such as 
connectors, ports, and structural classifiers and redefined the concept of components 
which becomes a subclass of UML meta-model class. Moreover, a component has more 
expressive characters as classes (it can have interfaces and contain other components or 
classes). In (Ivers et al, 2004), Ivers studied the suitability of new UML 2.0 notation for 
the projection of the view components and connectors (C & C) of software architecture, 
especially the architecture description language ACME. Thus, they studied the projection 
of each concept of ACME language linked to the view C&C (component, connector, ports, 
and roles) towards UML 2.0. Goulao and Al. (Goulao and Abreu, 2003) consider each 
concept of the language ACME as a stereotype, and so it does not benefit from the new 
notations of UML 2.0 language. More recently, Oquendo (Oquendo, 2006) proposed a 
profile UML 2.0 for the formal ADL ArchWare. 

Mauro (Caporuscio and Issarny, 2006) proposed a UML profile to define and analyze 
software architectures that exploit explicitly the domain properties of B3G (Beyond Third-
Generation). This work tries to integrate the various networks available in the B3G 
application domain and QoS properties defined by (UMTS, 2005) in the profile dually 
(Inverardi et al, 2005). While exploiting the representation of the connectors by a 
stereotyped UML component, symbolizing both the functional and nonfunctional 
properties of connectors. 
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3. MMSA: Meta-model for Multimedia Software Architectu re   
 
Currently, the multimedia data flows must be executed on many platforms (Cell phones, 
PDA, PC or portables, etc). This diversification of the uses and the supports requires the 
adaptation of flows to their execution context, sometimes unforeseeable at the stage of the 
preparation and the design of data. The flow is a main constituent of the functional 
components, it is often specified like constraint to associate with a functionality of 
communication involving several components. The constraints of data flows such as the 
type, the format and the parameters of media must be specified at the architectural level. 
For that, we consider a new type of component intended to ensure a non-functional 
concerns that of the adaptation, which one calls the adaptation connector related to the 
component which provides and/or requires the data multimedia. 

We propose a graphical notation of the ports of multimedia interfaces allowing to 
identify visually the heterogeneity points per media type and to highlight the need for the 
search of adaptation connectors. 

Table 1.  PORT OF MULTIMEDIA INTERFACE 

 
The detection of heterogeneity is done automatically by checking of the constraints of 

forms and colors. For example the port of type "Text” must be linked with only one port 
of type “Text” having the same multimedia format and so on for the other types.  

MMSA is used to describe software architecture as a collection of components 
(homogeneous and heterogeneous) that interact by intermediate of connector. 
Components and connectors have the same abstract level and are defined explicitly by the 
separation of their interfaces and their implementations. MMSA integrates most 
adaptation mechanisms of multimedia flow by introducing the adaptation connector 
concept (Derdour et al, 2009). Figure 1 presents the class diagram of MMSA meta-model 
showing the basic architectural elements that are the components, the connectors and the 
configurations. These architectural elements are types which can be instantiated to build 
several architectures. An architectural element can have its own properties (functional and 
non-functional), its constraints and several implementations and can be composed of 
several interfaces. Finally, it can be composed of several architectural sub-elements. 

In order to respond the insufficiencies of ADL (lack of expression, absence of 
semantics, etc.) we proposed MMSA (Meta-model for Multimedia Software Architecture) 
to describe software architecture based on the multimedia components, it is based on the 
definition of four types of interfaces according to data flow (Image, Sound, Text, Video) 

Type Output  Input                  Format 
 

Text 

Image 

Sound 

Video 

 

DOC DOCX ODT 

JPEG BMP PNG 

WAVE RM MP3 

MP4 AVI MPEG 

 

Color            Black            Red                 yellow                  Blue 
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and adaptation strategy of multimedia flow (type, format, property) to three levels to solve 
the problem of components heterogeneous. 

The basic concepts of MMSA software architecture are the same ones as in most of the 
software architecture, namely: configuration, component and connector. The software 
architecture model of MMSA is a hybrid model based on the concepts of component-
oriented architecture (CBSE) and service-oriented architecture (SOA). 

A component is defined by a set of services that interact to fill a role of component and 
communicate with environment through its required/provided interface. Generally, the 
connectors define abstractions which encapsulate the mechanisms of: communication, 
coordination and conversion (type, number, frequency and order of interactions) between 
the components. A connector is represented by an interface and glue (Goulao and Abreu, 
2003) (Maillard et al, 2007). This description considers the connector as a mediator 
between components, which limits its role in communication. The specification of glue 
describes the functionality which is expected from a connector. It represents the hidden 
part of a connector. The glue can be a simple protocol of communication linking the ports, 
or a complex protocol that uses various operations especially that of: links, conversion of 
data format, transfer, adaptation, etc. Generally, the glue of connector is the connection 
type of this connector. 
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Figure 1.  Class diagram of software architecture MMSA 
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The ADL can be classified in three different categories Amirat (Amirat and oussalah 
(A), 2009): ADL without connectors, ADL with a preset set of connectors, and ADL with 
explicit types of connectors. In the last case, the ADL provides connectors as first order 
elements of the language such as: Wright (Allen and Garlan, 1997) (Medvidovic et al, 
1999), ACME C2 (Garlan et al, 2000), xADL (Dashofy et al, 2005), AADL (Allen et al, 
2002), etc. All these languages seek to improve the reusability of the components and the 
connectors by separating the calculation and the coordination. In our approach, we choose 
the explicit category of connector. Thus, MMSA present a generic and explicit type of 
connector that the system can specialize it according to the architecture and the 
components needs. The originality of MMSA connector comes from the function which it 
provides. It ensures the adaptation of the data flows according to the characteristics of the 
destination component. The architecture described by MMSA allows the detection of 
heterogeneities between the application components. 

In MMSA, a connector is a set of services (communication, adaptation, Quality, etc.) 
ensuring connection between the components, it can ensure the non-functional concerns of 
components (such as security, data transformation, communication, etc). This allows a 
possible change of the adaptation services during the execution of the application 
(dynamic and real time adaptation), and preserves the abstract specification of the 
component. 

 

4.  Definition of UML Profile  
 
The main interest of the MMSA meta-model (Derdour et al, 2010) is to express the 
architectural multimedia concepts that are not explicitly defined in UML 2.0. In other 
words, the use of stereotypes, constraints and marked values allowing better specifying 
and better capturing the concepts of MMSA meta-model (multimedia interface, 
multimedia component, multimedia connector, adaptation glue, etc.). 

In this objective, we will exploit the profile approach that constitutes a key aspect for 
the validation of the non-functional assembly of heterogeneous components and allow 
deriving the automatically analyzable models by tools like Eclipse and Rational Software 
modeler (http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/). Thus, we benefit from MDA approach 
and UML profiles to separate the architecture and the implementation contexts from a 
multimedia application. This provides an architecture model that better responds the 
various constraints of the multimedia component, and offers a support for the systematic 
adaptation of models, thus of the automatic adaptations according to various contexts for 
heterogeneous components of conceptual model of application. 

The definition of UML 2.0 profile requires the respect of the structural and semantic 
characteristics of MMSA meta-model (c.f. section 3) in order to ensure the quality of the 
multimedia components assembly with formal techniques of specification (of multimedia 
flow and constraints of the components multi-media) and automatic checking of assembly. 

To define a UML 2.0 profile for MMSA, we propose three hierarchical levels of 
abstraction where the basic concepts of MMSA are represented in distinct levels of 
abstraction. The level of pre-configuration presents a basic model of the application from 
the component and attachment concepts of MMSA meta-model. The level typing and 
formatting of the interfaces specify the types and formats of data exchanged between 
components. It is defined by the concepts of multimedia ports (Text, Image, Video, and 
Sound). At this level, we detected heterogeneity between components in terms of type and 
format of data encoding. Finally, the integration level places the adaptation connectors 
between components according to the heterogeneity type and uses concepts (Connector 
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and Glue). This hierarchy provides to software architects the opportunity to verify the 
architecture model with each change in order to ensure its semantic coherence and to 
detect heterogeneity in terms of data exchanged.  

4.1 Pre-configuration level 

Context of MMSAComponent. The multimedia component is a basic concept of our 
meta-model. This concept has no explicit correspondence in UML. Thus, UML profile 
must include a stereotype to represent it. We call this stereotype «MMSAComponent». It 
corresponds to the Component meta-class of UML meta-model. The latter is more 
expressive than UML 2.0 class and provides services from the ports associated to the 
"provided" or "Required" interfaces. Any component stereotyped "MMSAComponent" 
must have at least one port stereotyped "MMSAInterface". This constraint can be defined 
in OCL (Object Constraint Language) (OMG, 2005) as follows: 

 
context UML::InfrastructureLibrary::Core::Constructs::Component 
inv : self.isStereotyped(“MMSAComponent”)  
implies 
   ( self.ownedPort->size()>=2) and  
   ( self.ownedOperation->IsEmpty()) and  
   (self.ownedPort->forAll (p|p.isStereotyped(“ComponentInterface”))) and 
  (self.clientDependency.target->forAll (t|t.oclIsKindOf (Interface)))->isEmpty()) 

We propose the following graphical notation: 

 

Figure 2.  Graphical notation of MMSA component 

4.2 Level of typing and formatting of interfaces  

In our profile, an UML port has multiple interfaces (provided and required), matches 
MMSA interfaces. A UML port has multiple interfaces (provided and required), matches 
MMSA roles or ports. 

Context of ComponentInterface.  In MMSA, the interface of component is composed 
of several input/output ports of multimedia flow according to their format. The UML port 
corresponds to the interface concept that has several ports of provided/required type and 
support unidirectional and bidirectional communication. The MMSA port “MMSAPort” 
supports only the unidirectional communication since a port MMSA is directed and can 
ensure only one required or provided service. Thus, a connector ensures the adaptation of 
data and, generally, the adaptation service does not function in both directions (ex: 
transformation text to sound). The interface has only «InputPort» or «OutputPort» 
stereotyped ports. 

« DataAttachement » 

 
«MMSAComponent»   

Component 1 

 
Component 1 

«MMSA Interface». «MMSAInterface» 
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Figure 3.  Transformation connector: Text to Sound 

Contrary to connectors defined in UML, the adaptation connector is unidirectional. 
Indeed, the adaptation service of media towards another is neither automatic, neither 
symmetrical, nor even sometimes feasible (the transformation of Text toward sound is 
feasible, the reverse is not realistic), it’s another service. This constraint is expressed in 
OCL as follows: 

 
context UML::InfrastructureLibrary::Core:: Constructs::Port 
inv : self.isStereotyped(“ComponentInterface”) 
implies 
   (self.owner.isStereotyped(“MMSAComponent”))  and 
   ( self.ownedOperation->IsEmpty()) and  
   (self.required->size() <= 1 or self.provided->size() <= 1)  and 
   (self.required->forAll (p|p.isStereotyped(“InputVideoPort”) or  
                                          p.isStereotyped(“InputAudioPort”) or 
                                          p.isStereotyped(“InputTextPort”) or 
                                          p.isStereotyped(“InputImagePort”) )) and                           
   (self.provided->forAll (p|p.isStereotyped(“OutputVideoPort”)  
                                          p.isStereotyped(“OutputAudioPort”) or 
                                          p.isStereotyped(“OutputTextPort”) or 
                                          p.isStereotyped(“OutputImagePort”) )) 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.  Graphical notation of MMSA Port/Role  

Context of MMSAPort. We distinguish in the MMSA meta-model four categories of 
multimedia ports: text, image, sound and video. A port can be of type «Input» or 
«Output». It provides a set of services suitable for the media type. For example, a port of 
video type has the attributes: speed, sampling, etc. In UML, the concept of interface is 
perfectly identical to the «MMSAPort» concept, but it remains to define its semantics with 
following constraint OCL: 

 
context UML::InfrastructureLibrary::Core:: Constructs::Interface 
inv : self.isStereotyped(“MMSAPort” ) 
implies    
     (self..isStereotyped(“ComponentInterface”)) and 
     (self.ownedOperation->forAll (p|p.isStereotyped(“MMSAMedia” )))  

«OutputVideoPort» «InputSoundPort» 

«Output Interface» «Input Interface» 
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The MMSAPorts are stereotyped as texts «InputText»/ « OutputText », videos 
«InputVideo» / « OutputVideo», images «InputImage» / « OutputImage», or sounds 
«InputSound» / « OutputSound». Each stereotype has labelled values (see table 1 and 
Table 2). Each interface has, for each type of media, a value labelled according to the 
format. 

Table 2.  VALUES LABELED OF PORTS OF MULTIMEDIA INTERFACE 

« Text» « Text » 

TextFormat=Doc 

 

A UML interface "Text" has a value labeled 
Format: TTextFormat. 

 

« Image» « Image » 

ImageFormat=BMP 

 

 
A UML interface "image" has a value labeled 

Format: TImageFormat. 
 

 

SoundFormat=WAVE 

« Sound» « Sound » 

 

 
A UML interface "sound" has a value labeled 
Format: TSoundFormat. 
  

 

«Video » «Video » 

SoundFormat=AVI 

 

 
A UML interface "video" has a value labeled 
Format: TVideoFormat. 
 

 
A stereotyped UML interface “OutputSoundPort” or “InputSoundPort” export or 

import only data of type “Sound” in only one format, this constraint is expressed in OCL 
as follows: 

 
context UML::InfrastructureLibrary::Core:: Constructs::Port 
inv : self.isStereotyped(“OutputVideoPort”) 
implies    
  self.ownedOperation->forAll (op|op.formalParameter->forAll (fp|fp.direction= #output   
  implies  fp.Type.oclASType(Sound).Format  = #WAVE  or 
               fp.Type.oclASType(Sound).Format  = #MIDI     or 
                  …………………………………………………… 
               fp.Type.oclASType(Sound).Format  = #MP3      or 
               fp.Type.oclASType(Sound).Format  = #PCM )) 

 
4.3 Level of integration of adaptation connectors 

Context of MMSAConnector. We include in the UML profile two stereotypes: a 
stereotype to represent the concept of component “MMSAComponent” corresponding to 
the component metaclass of metamodel UML and a stereotype to represent the concept of 
connector “MMSAConnector” corresponding to the connector meta-class of the meta-
model UML. The components and the connectors remain distinct with their associated 
stereotypes (Port and Role). A connector is represented in UML by the class 
“MMSAConnector”. The class “MMSAConnector” must have at least two ports UML 
“ConnectorRole” and only one “AdaptationGlue”. This constraint is expressed in OCL: 
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context UML::InfrastructureLibrary::Core::Constructs::Class 
inv :self.isStereotyped(“MMSAConnector”)    
implies 
(self.ownedPort->size ()>=1)and  
(self.ownedOperation->isEmpty()) 
(self.ownedPort->select(p|p.isStereotyped(“ConnectorRole”))-> size()=2) and 
(self.nestedClassifier->select(m| m.oclIsTypeOf(Class))->  
forAll(g|g.isStereotyped(“AdaptationGlue”)))-> size()=1) and 
(self.clientDependency.target->forAll -> (t|t.oclIsKindOf (Interface))) -> isEmpty()) 

 
We propose the following graphical notation: 

 
Figure 5.  Graphical notation of MMSA connector 

An adaptation connector is a mediator between two heterogeneous components or a 
component and a connector who do not have same MMSA interface.   

 

 
 

Component 1 

 

 
 

Component 2 

 
Figure 6.  Tronsmoding connector of Text to Sound 

Context of ConnectorInterface.  An interface of connector contains a set of roles, a 
role of connector must be related to a wearing of component or a role of another 
connector. A role is of required type “InputRole” or provided type "OutputRole”. A role 
MMSA “MMSARole” supports only the unidirectional communication since a role 
MMSA is directed and cannot be used that in only one direction required or provides. A 
port UML “MMSARole” has only one interface UML “TextRole”, “ImageRole”, 
“SoundRole” or “VideoRole”. This constraint is expressed in OCL as follows: 

 
context UML::InfrastructureLibrary::Core:: Constructs::Interface 
inv : self.isStereotyped(“ConnectorInterface”) 
implies 
    (self.owner.isStereotyped(“MMSAConnector”))  and 
    (self.required->size() = 1 or self.provided->size() = 1)  and 
    (self.required->forAll (p|p.isStereotyped(“InputTextRole”) or 
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                                         p.isStereotyped(“InputImageRole”) or 
                                         p.isStereotyped(“InputVideoRole”) or                  
                                         p.isStereotyped(“InputSoundRole”)))and 
    (self.provided->forAll (p|p.isStereotyped(“OutputTextRole”) or  
                                         p.isStereotyped(“OutputImageRole”) or 
                                         p.isStereotyped(“OutputVideoRole”) or  
                                     p.isStereotyped(“OutputSoundRole”))) 

 
Context of AdaptationGlu. The role of the adaptation connector is to receive the 

data, to adapt them according to the directives of QoS manager and delivering them to a 
connector or component recipient.  The glue consists of one: “CommunicationMng” 
“AdapatationMng” and “QualityMng”, it describes the work made by each manager in 
order to ensure the interaction between the components. The concept of MMSAGlu is 
identical to the concept of association class in UML in the direction where it ensures the 
adaptation and ensures the communication between the components. Its semantics is 
defined with following constraint OCL: 
 
context UML::InfrastructureLibrary::Core:: Constructs::Connector 
inv : self.isStereotyped(“AdapattionGlue”) 
implies 
   (self.owner.isStereotyped(“MMSAConnector”)) and 
   (self. nestedClassifier ->select(m| m.oclIsKindOf (Class))->select(cg|   
            cg.isStereotyped(“CommunicationMng ”))-> size()=1)) and 
   (self. nestedClassifier ->select(m| m.oclIsKindOf (Class))->select(am|   
            am.isStereotyped(“AdapatationMng ”))-> size()=1)) and 
   (self. nestedClassifier ->select(m| m.oclIsKindOf (Class))->select(qm|   

    qm.isStereotyped(“QualityMng ”))-> size()=1)) 

We propose the following graphical notation: 

 

« MMSAGlu » 
Adaptation_Glu 

« AdptMng  » 
MngAdpt 1 
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CS_Manager 
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« Uses » 

« Uses » 

 

Figure 7.  Internal structure of glue 

Context of attachment. The attachment is a communication link between two roles 
or a port and a role (a role of "Output" must be only linked with a role / Port of "Input", 
and reciprocally). A connector assembly in UML is the concept of attachment that 
defines a link between an interface "Provided" and an interface "Required". This 
constraint is expressed in OCL as follows: 
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context UML::InfrastructureLibrary::Core:: Constructs::Connector 
inv : self.isStereotyped(“MMSAAttachment”) 
implies 
     (self.kind=#assembly) and 
     (self.memberEnd.type->forAll (m|m.oclIsKindOf (Interface))) and 
     ( self.end->(exists(cp1,cp2|cp1.name <> cp2.name and 
 cp1. oclASType(Media).Format=  cp1. oclASType(Media).Format))) and ((self.end-
>select(cp1|cp1 .isStereotyped(“InputVideoRole”))->size =1) and       
self.end->select(cp2|cp2 .isStereotyped(“OutputVideoRole”))->size =1)) or 
(self.end->select(cp1|cp1 .isStereotyped(“InputImageRole”))->size =1)   and       
self.end->select(cp2|cp2 .isStereotyped(“OutputImageRole”))->size =1)) or 
(self.end->select(cp1|cp1 .isStereotyped(“InputSoundRole”))->size =1)   and       
self.end->select(cp2|cp2 .isStereotyped(“OutputSoundRole”))->size =1)) or 
(self.end->select(cp1|cp1 .isStereotyped(“InputTextRole”))->size =1)   and       
 self.end->select(cp2|cp2 .isStereotyped(“OutputTextRole”))->size =1))) 
 
 … And we use the same idea for a port of component with a role of connector and 
reciprocally. 

Context of MMSAConfiguration. An important aspect of MMSA architecture is that 
of configuration, it is represented by graph of components and connectors. As a UML 
component can contain sub-components and sub-classes, MMSA configurations are 
projected towards a graph of UML components with the OCL constraint follows: 

 
context UML::InfrastructureLibrary::Core::Constructs::Component 
inv :self.isStereotyped(“MMSAConfiguration”) 
implies 
    (self.ownedPort->size()=1) and  
    (self.ownedOperation->isEmpty()) and  
    (self.ownedPort->forAll (p|p.isStereotyped(“ComponentInterface”))) and 
    (self.member->select(m|m.oclIsKindOf(Component))->forAll 
      ->(c|c.isStereotyped(“MMSAComponent”)))->size()>= 1) and   
    (self.member->select(m|m.oclIsTypeOf(Class))->forAll 

->(c|c.isStereotyped(“MMSAConnector”)))->size()>= 0) 

 

5. An illustrative example: the monitoring system 
To illustrate our strategy of projection, we consider an automatic surveillance system; 

that includes surveillance cameras, an information system and alert equipments. We have 
the following software components: 

• A video capture component (provides video in MPEG format) 
• An image improvement component (requires / provides PNG) 
• A face detection component (requires / provides PNG images) 
• A face recognition component (requires BMP/provides Text) 
• A component of querying multimedia DB (provides the image in BMP format) 
• An alarm management component (provides sound in wave format) 

 
The Figure 8 describes the surveillance system with MMSA and Figures 9 to 12 shows 
the representation of that system after the implementation of the proposed UML profile. 
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Class Configuration  Monitoring { 
Class Component Acquisition { 
     Properties { data-type = video; data-format =MPEG;} 
     Constraints {max-persons=1;} 
     Interface { Connection-Mode : synchronous ; 
                 Ports provide{provide_MPEG;}  
                 Services provide {acquisition-video;} } 
} 
Class Component Preparation { 
     Properties { data-type = image; data-format =PNG;} 
     Interface {Connection-Mode : synchronous ; 
                Ports provide{ProvImage _PNG;}  
                Ports request{ReqImage_PNG;}  
                Services provide { treatment -image;} } 
} 
Class Component Treatment { 
     Properties { data-type = image; data-format =PNG;} 
     Interface {Connection-Mode : synchronous ; 
               Ports provide{ProvImage _PNG;}  
               Ports request{ReqImage_PNG;}  
               Services provide { treatment -image;} } 
} 
Class Component Alarm {…………………. }  
Class Component Recognition {………….…. } 
Class Component SGBDImage { ………………. } 
Class Component DataBase {…………… } 
Class Text-Connector connector1{ 
      Properties {flow = data}  
      Glue {   //simple case of a glue 
      Communication {Com_Service} 
      Adaptation service {} 
      QoS {} }  
      Interface {Connection-Mode : synchronous  
                        Roles_Required {ProvText.OL} 
                        Roles_Provide { ReqText.OL}}  
                        Service {Connection} }  
Class V-I-Connector connector2{ 
      Properties {flow = data}  
      Glue {   //simple case of a glue 
      Communication {Com_Service} 
      Adaptation service {MpegToJpeg} 
      QoS {resolution}}  
      Interface { Connection-Mode : synchronous  
                        Roles_Required {ProvVideo.Mpeg} 
                        Roles_Provide { ReqImage.Jpeg }}  
                        Service {connection, adaptation}  } } 
Class Image-Connector connector3 {…………….}  
Class Image-Connector connector4 {…………….}  
Class Image-Connector connector5 {…………….}     
Class Image-Connector connector6{…………….} 
Instance Monitoring { 
  Instances {   CP1 : Acquisition; CP2 : Preparation; 
                      CP3 : Treatment;    CP4 : Alarm; 
                      CP5 : Recognition; CP6 : SGBDImage; 
                      CP7 : DataBase; CN1 : Connector1; 
                      CA1: Connector2; CA2: Connector3; …} 
Attachement { 
                      CP1toCA1; CA1toCA2; CA2toCP2; 
                       ………………………………………..   } }  

Figure 8.  The monitoring system in MMSA 
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5.1 The functional diagram of application 

Acquisition Preparation  Treatment  Recognition of 
face 

SGBDImage 

Alarm 

BDImages 

 

    

  
 

Figure 9.  Description of monitoring system in UML 2.0 

The figure 9 shows the component diagram of our example, as described in UML 2.0. 
This modeling with UML ADL  does not allow the detection of heterogeneity between 
the various components 

5.2 The use of UML profile 

Level 1: Pre-configuration 
In this step we represent the monitoring system with the specification of input/output 

data of each component of architecture. We use here the concepts defined by MMSA 
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Figure 10.  Pre-configuration of system 

Level 2: Typing, formatting interfaces and detection of heterogeneity 
In this step, we use the notations of the profile that we defined in Section 4. This 

notation allows us to locate and identify heterogeneity points (data type and data format) 
of the architecture components. 
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Figure 11.  Use of profile components 

Level 3: Integration of connectors 
In this step, we integrate the connectors between components with the inclusion of 

heterogeneities, if they exist.  
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Figure 12.  Integration of MMSAprofil connectors  

In order to examine the projection of MMSA in UML 2.0, the OCL constraints will be 
dynamically evaluated on the model of monitoring system. We propose to the software 
architects the possibility of checking the architecture model to each modification in order 
to ensure its structural and semantic coherence. The various tests and validations made on 
the architecture models guarantee perfectly our projection.  

 

6. MMSAplug-in: A Software Architecture Profil Tool 
 
This section presents the development of the MMSA Profile in Rational Software 
Modeler (RSM) for Eclipse. For this, we choose to use the mechanisms of creating 
profiles of RSM. Next we focus on what tooling is needed to detect heterogeneity (data 
type and format) of a given system and to validate its semantics with MMSA approach. 
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After that we present an example from the tool and we end up with a comparison of the 
tool with other existing tools.   
 
6.1 Implementing the profil tool 

Once we have the MMSA Meta-model mapped into an UML model, we can take 
advantage of the tools developed around Rational Software Modeler. The UML 2.0 
profile for MMSA is implemented in IBM Rational Software Modeler for Eclipse 3.1. 
This visual modeling tool supports creating and managing UML 2.0 models for software 
applications, independent of their programming language, and provides a common 
language for describing formal semantics with OCL language and have been used 
successfully to define profiles and to valid models of complex systems. 

The Plug-In is developed with two levels of abstraction. In the high level, the meta-
model of MMSA with all tagged values and its OCL 2.0 constraints is defined by the 
UML 2.0 profile. This diagram plays an important role in the second level when it is used 
by the model of software architecture. Once we ensure that the given model complies 
with the semantic constraints defined by the profile, a set of instances for the types are 
defined and evaluated in this level. 

 

 
Figure 13.  The MMSA-Profile in RSM for Eclipse 3.1. 

The main objective of this plug-In is to show the ability to apply the profile for 
complex applications. The plug-In offers to the architects the possibility to verify the 
structural coherence of a given system and to validate its semantics with MMSA 
approach. First we create a diagram of components in UML 2.0 for the described system 
and then we add the needed OCL constraints. After that, the model is evaluated by the 
profile. MMSA is defined in UML 2.0 by using the mechanisms of creating profiles of 
RSM. Figure 13 shows the profile with its stereotypes, all tagged values and OCL 2.0 
constraints expressed in the meta-model UML 2.0 – EMF (Eclipse Modeling 
Framework). 
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6.2 Final Results 

For the surveillance system, we elaborated the system by a components diagram and 
OCL constraints. Once, MMSA profile is applied from the select profile dialog, shown in 
Figure 14, all its stereotypes will be available, applied and contributed by the tagged-
values. The model then checks to remove any constraints violation.     

The model is tested and validated with the semantic constraints defined by the profile. 
One of the strengths of the MMSA profile tool is their ability to link a model space (i.e. 
UML) to an architectural space (i.e. MMSA) using model extensions mechanisms (i.e. 
Stereotype concepts in UML meta-model), and therefore automatic detection of 
heterogeneity by type/format of media.  

 
Figure 14.  Selecting the MMSA profile for the serveillance system. 

6.3 Comparison and lessons learned  

Our tool MMSAPlug-In can be compared with similar architecture profile tools, such 
as UML 2.0 Profile for π-ADL (Amirat and Oussalah (B), 2009) and UML 2.0 Profile for 
C3 (Oquendo, 2006). Indeed, these two applications allow graphical representation of 
architectures and automatic constraints verification of models using OCL standard.   

 

 
Figure 15.   Validating of monitoring system in UML 2.0 with RSM 
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The use of MMSAPlug-in offers number of advantages compared to these tools, 
including: 

• Providing an easy way to describe complex software architectures in one easy-to-
use visual editor and diagramming facilities. 

• Implementing most architectural multimedia concepts (Medias ports such as 
video, audio, text and image, user defined connectors, structures such as 
configurations of complex components and complex connectors). 

• The detection of heterogeneity is done automatically by checking of the 
constraints of formats and data type. 

• Providing a more suitable representation of adaptation connectors which are 
defined at the meta-level (Class concept of UML 2.0) rather than using a simple 
attributes for this purpose. 

 

7. Conclusion 
To make available to the UML users the concepts and subjacent mechanisms from the 

ADL, we proposed a specific profile for multimedia applications. Thus we proposed rules 
allowing translating an UML 2.0 architecture into MMSA architecture. This opens 
perspectives related to the formal verification of MMSA architectures. The MMSA 
approach describes in an abstract way the software architectures based multimedia 
components.  

In this paper, we have developed an UML profile for MMSA approach. This profile 
enabled us to project the concepts (multimedia component, adaptation connector) of 
MMSA towards the concepts of UML 2.0. An illustrative example was presented at the 
end of the article. Our profile «MMSAProfile» contains a set of stereotypes where all the 
values are marked and all OCL constraints are expressed in the UML 2.0 meta-model. We 
have also developed a plug-In in Rational Software Modeler for Eclipse 3.1 for the profile.  

Our future works will be the automatic transformation of models defined by MMSA to 
.NET using this profile and the integration of this profile in the approach MDA (Model 
Driven Approach) to ensure the automatism of the transformation process. Actually this 
profile is limited to MMSA architectural concepts, but we intended to include other 
multimedia concepts in the profile. Therefore we could have a complete profile for all 
multimedia concepts and next this profile can be integrated in the approach MDA as a 
transformation model for all architectural concepts.   
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